What Makes Us Different?
• Advanced supplementation that both
complements a diet and acts as a catalyst in
getting you to your goal weight much faster.
• A step by step process to insure great results
as well as an exit strategy to get you to your
goal and KEEP YOU THERE.
• Our program builds a lifestyle around good,
healthy eating habits. 80% of your battle
comes from proper nutrition. We give you the
tools you need.
• NO Surgery
• NO Prescription Drugs or Harmful
Hormones
• NO Pre-Packaged Foods
• NO Equipment to Purchase

An Effective & Healthy
Weight Loss System

An Effective & Healthy
Weight Loss System
According to the CDC (Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention) obesity is a serious
concern because it is associated with poorer mental
health outcomes, reduced quality of life, and the
leading cause of death in the U.S. and worldwide,
including diabetes, heart disease, stroke, and some
types of cancer.
The good news is that no matter what your weight
loss goal is, even a modest weight loss, such as 5
to 10 percent of your total body weight, is likely
to produce health benefits, such as improvements
in blood pressure, blood cholesterol, and blood
sugars.
An important point to note with our system is that
when you have dropped, for example, 16lbs., you
have probably lost 14 lbs. of abnormal fat. Whereas
with other diets, when you lose 16 lbs. you could
be losing 8 lbs. of lean body mass, 4 lbs. of good fat
reserves and 4 lbs. of abnormal fat.
By following the specific program, you will lose
weight safely and rapidly from the areas that
contain stored fat, and you will not only lose
pounds, but more importantly inches.

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug
Administration. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat,
cure, or prevent any disease. Weight-loss results may vary. Always
consult your physician before making any dietary changes or starting
any nutrition, weight or exercise program. Discontinue use if allergic
reaction occurs.

Appetite Curb™

B-12 Spray

Appetite Curb™ contains key amino acids to support
the biosynthesis of neutrotransmitters involved
in appetite control, carbohydrate or fat cravings,
and mood. Chromium is present to support
healthy glucose metabolism and support food
intake regulation.

Vitamin B12 is a water-soluble vitamin. It is
required for proper red blood cell formation,
neurological function, and DNA synthesis.
Vitamin B 12 functions as a cofactor for the
enzyme methionine synthase which causes the
conversion of homocysteine to methionine.
Methionine is required for the formation of
S-adenosylmethionine (SAMe), a universal methyl
donor for almost 100 different substrates, including
DNA, RNA, hormones, neurotransmitters,
proteins, and lipids. Deficiency of vitamin B12 may
occur as a result of an inability to absorb B12 from
food. It can also occur in individuals with dietary
patterns that exclude animal or fortified foods.

5-Hydroxytryptophan (“5-HTP”) is a naturallyoccurring amino acid precursor to serotonin.
Numerous studies, including those randomized,
double-blind, and placebo-controlled, confirmed
the safety and efficacy of 5-HTP in reducing
appetite and food intake in obese healthy and noninsulin-dependent diabetic individuals.

Super Aloe™
Super Aloe™ addresses an issue of universal
importance: gastrointestinal (GI) health. GI
regularity and function is vital to physiological
balance and overall well-being. How well the body
digests, assimilates, and eliminates metabolic fuel
and metabolic waste determines health at the
cellular level. Toxins that enter the body must
be detoxified and their metabolites must exit the
body. Gastrointestinal elimination plays a major
role in detoxification by expelling the remnants of
toxic molecules. If these harmful remnants are not
eliminated, they can recirculate throughout the
body.
Cape Aloe has a long history of use in South Africa
and continues to be closely studied for its valuable
attributes, specifically how it supports GI regularity.
The herb is ideally used in the short term to support
the elimination of toxins.

Also, our formula contains vitamin B6 which is
needed for more than 100 enzymes involved in
protein metabolism.

Advance Plus™
Advance Plus™ combines homeopathic “drainers”
with homeopathic remedies that support excretory
function and address symptoms of toxicity.
Cleansing itself of by-products and waste that
accumulate is an essential function of the body.
Homeopathic drainage, specifically, is a process
of detoxifying the body that involves opening
the emunctories and elimination channels and
discharging toxic accumulation. Emunctories
are organs of elimination: liver, kidneys, lungs,
stomach, intestines, pancreas, skin, nose, genitals.
Toxic accumulation can occur from external
sources, such as pesticides, insecticides, and
herbicides, and from internal sources, such as
stress and inadequate nutrition, which lead to
undesirable changes in metabolic function.

